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Issues arising with IFRS 16 for banks

How can the bank manage the impact?

Estimated decrease in reported equity*

European banks

20

10

Less than

0.5%

0.2%

Right-of-use asset and lease liability
are recognised on-balance

Lease interests are recognised in net interest  
income with impact on interest margin

* Analysis performed by IASB on a sample of 20 European banks

Financial institutions will have a range 
of possible outcomes depending on 
the transition solution chosen. Start 
with a detailed modelling of different 
transition options.

The lease contracts need to fulfill the 
definition of a lease to be recognised 
on-balance. Arranging of lease 
contracts gives room for structuring 
contract terms to hold leases on- or 
off-balance.

Structuring lease contracts in a way 
that right-of-use asset is as small as 
possible to reduce impact on balance 
sheet.
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Identify population of contracts for transition

Identify population of contracts for transition

Decide on transition method

or

or

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Decide whether to apply recognition
exemptions

Modified retrospective approach

Measure lease liability

Identified asset?

Lessee obtains the economic
benefits?

Lessee directs the use?

Contract is or contains a lease

Decide whether to reassess the
definition of a lease

Full retrospective approach (IAS 8)

Contract does not 
contain a lease

Measure ROU asset

Fixed payments

Lease incentives

Prepaid lease
payments

Residual value
guarantees

Variable payments

Lease terms Initial direct costs Termination penalty

Purchase option
Discount rate



Proposed project timeline

January January

Publication of standard
In January 2016 the new IFRS
16 has been issued

Implementation
Implementation of system and 
accounting changes. Early adoption of 
IFRS 16 permitted (only if IFRS 15 is
implemented)

Impact analysis
Analysis of lease contracts
and impact analysis for
decision making

Effective date
Application of IFRS 16

is required as per
1. January 2019

Phase I
Impact analysis

Phase III
Implementation

Phase IV
Business as usual

Phase II
Design

Next steps: Management of design and
implementation process

Objectives OutputsKey activities and methodology

IFRS 16 / Financial Services

•	 Assess and understand 
potential impact on 
reported equity

•	 Provide decision-making 
basis for transition 
approach

•	 Early involvement of 
senior management  
that they are aware of 
challenges posed by 
IFRS 16 implementation

•	 Develop detailed plan  
for phase II and III

•	 High-level overview of 
data requirements and 
systems impacted by 
changes to accounting 
treatment

•	 Hot spot / 
interdependencies on 
other areas, including 
required capital

•	 Initial quantitative 
analysis of opening 
balance sheet

Impact on balance sheet
•	 Identify population of contracts for transition:

 - Evaluate whether to apply recognition exemption
 - Evaluate whether to reassess definition of  
a lease

•	 Decision on transition method
 - Population due within 12 months
 - Practical expedient for right-of-use assets / lease 
liabilities

•	 Impact on balance sheet based with numbers 
available

Gap analysis
•	 Gap analysis of available data, processes and IT 

systems to requirements under IFRS 16

•	 Review of internal documentation (policies, 
guidelines, manuals etc.)

Decision
•	 Comparison of transition approaches

•	 Structuring of lease contracts to have contracts 
that are not in scope of a lease or to reduce 
amount of right-of-use assets on-balance

 2016 2020
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Notes

Our Services

Our expert team disposes the right mixture of deep 
functional expertise, industry-specific accounting 
knowledge and success orientated mindset to optimally 
meet your needs.

We apply a 360° perspective to cut through complexity 
and provide you with custom made accounting 
solutions.

We offer you a full range of services with an end-to-end 
approach accompanying you as a reliable partner 
from the initial identification till the final implementation 
phase.

KPMG
Services

GAAP 
Conversion 
Service

On-Call Service
Deal and Capital 
Market Transaction / 
Structuring

Accounting 
and 
Regulatory 
Advice

Training

Manpower 
support for 
accounting and 
finance teams


